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Overview
• OSHA/NIOSH Hazard Alert

• Health Care Professional Outreach and 
Education

• Recent fatalities

• O/G specific









Fatality Overview

A summary of the data contained in Fatalities 
in Oil and Gas Extraction (FOG) related to 
suspected inhalation deaths to workers 
involved in tank gauging, sampling, and fluid 
transfer activities at oil and gas well sites. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fatalities were identified through a variety of sources including OSHA, media reports, and professional contacts 



Summary of Fatalities

During 2010-2015, nine fatalities were 
identified that met the case definition

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fatalities in the report were associated with tank gauging, sampling and fluid transfer activities at oil and gas well sites where the inhalation of volatile petroleum hydrocarbons is a possible contributing factor. All of the fatalities occurred at crude oil (production) tanks 4 of the fatalities occurred during tank gauging 5 fatalities occurred during sampling by pumpers/truckers All workers who died were working alone or not being observed In at least one case, the victim had previously experienced health effects and sought medical evaluation Many of the 2014 cases are still open so information is limited. Confined space, fires/explosions, and H2S fatalities were not included. SLIDEOf the 9 fatalities- 6 occurred in 2014 1 in 2013 1 in 2012 1 in 2010 3 fatalities occurred in North Dakota, 3 in Colorado, 1 in Texas, 1 in Oklahoma and 1 in Montana. 



Cases Reviewed

• Employee fatalities
– 2016
– 2015
– 2014
– 2013
– 2012

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My case: 31 yr old male tank gauge in Texas was found dead leaning over the theif hatch.There was no historical knowledge of H2S at the site. The ME found H2S in the victim but did not perform VOC analysis.O/G found at the truck:20 year old male flow tester  in North Dakota was found unresponsive on a well pad site face down in the upper hatch of a crude oil storage tank. The victim was gauging the tank. There was no H2S exposure. Medical examiner reported the cause of death as cardiac arrhythmia and exposure to petroleum hydrocarbon vapors. 63 yr old Employee was assigned to an oil production tank battery to gauge and monitor oil production in Texas. Every hour, the employee would gauge each of the 6 tanks on site by climbing up the stairs to the catwalk above and dropping a gauge line into the tank. The victim was found at the bottom of the stairs next to the tank battery. A 59 year old oil tanker driver died while collecting crude oil samples from an open thief hatch in Colorado. The employee was wearing a 4 gas monitor which showed an oxygen deficient atmosphere and the presence of hydrocarbons exceeding 100% of the LEL at the time of his death. A 57 year old employee working for a transport company was found collapsed on a catwalk adjacent to a crude oil tank in Colorado. Time of death was 11:00 AM. No significant hydrocarbon vapors or H2S was detected by emergency responders. The employee, 52 years old, lost consciousness while pulling an oil sample out of a thief hatch on a tank in Colorado. The employee fell backwards on the 90 degree corner of the catwalk guardrail where his clothing became hooked to the guardrail. It was determined that he died of natural causes. A truck driver pumping and hauling crude oil from a tank battery in Oklahoma was found slumped over and non responsive. He appeared to have been measuring the volume of liquid from the top of the tank battery. His H2S monitor did not alarm. There were no signs of physical trauma. 39 year old truck driver was transferring crude oil from a tank battery in North Dakota. A pumper showed up and found the victim slumped over the railing at the top of the tank battery. He was wearing an H2S monitor. There was no H2S or hydrocarbons detected in the bloodstream during the autopsy. 21 year old victim in North Dakota had just finished gauging a crude oil tank when he was found non responsive. The medical examiner ruled the cause of death to be hydrocarbon exposure due to inhalation of petroleum vapors, including propane, butane, and ethane. Death was ruled work related by worker’s compensation. The 30 year old victim was found at 3:00 AM slumped over on the catwalk by an oil storage tank at the well site in Montana. Two crew members performed CPR until emergency responders arrived. CPR was continued until the victim was pronounced deceased at the hospital at 4:35 AM. 



What activities led to deaths?

• Manual gauge tanks

• Collect sample from tank

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Both of these have opening the thief hatch in common.Switch gears to chat about OSHA.



OSHA Goal:

SEC. 5. Duties

(a) Each employer --

(1) shall furnish to each of his employees 
employment and a place of employment 
which are free from recognized hazards that 
are causing or are likely to cause death or 
serious physical harm to his employees;

(2) shall comply with occupational safety and 
health standards promulgated under this Act.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OSHA act defines an employers responsibility as: see aboveIt’s not just about following the rules



Strategies to address hazards

• Eliminate
• Replace
• Engineering Controls
• Administrative controls
• Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain each oneWe will come back to these and talk specifics related to O/G industry.



What are hazards?

• Physical Hazards 

• Chemical Hazards 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So we have people dying – WHY? Hazards discussed are specific to the activity of opening the thief hatch (lid) that contains some type of liquid/gas at a oil and gas site/facilityPhysical- not discuss today but there are plentyChemical H: include- H2S, hydrocarbon gases and vapors, decreased o2 atmosphere, chemicals at levels reaching IDLHInhaled o2 concentration of less that 15% can significantly impair central nervous system function, and concentrations of less than 10% can result in loss of consciousness and possibly death within seconds of exposure.Also noted in an exposure assessment conducted by NIOSH, that concentrations of other chemicals were exceeding the LEL by 100% during these activities. Butane, Propane, Pentane are a few



How do vapors get inside tank?

• “Flash” off

• Working emissions

• Breathing emissions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flash off is the movement of liquid from the high pressure device to the storage tanks atmospheric pressure producing an abundance of vapors quickly in the tank.Working emissions are caused by a liquid level change in the tank caused from loading and unloadingBreathing emissions are caused by temperature fluctuations in the tank



Emissions

• Fort Worth, Texas

• Condensate Storage Tank emissions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Add EPA video or photo of emissions

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ROaoKCK0GS4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jqg9MXhwF7Y


O/G strategies 

• Alternative fluid sample collection points
• Remote monitoring of fluid level

• Gas monitors
• PPE

• Work in pairs
• AED onsite

Presenter
Presentation Notes
O/G strategies to remove these hazards:Sample points and Remote monitoring of fluid level would eliminate employee exposure to the hazard. Downside-these can be costly and requires intermediate measures to protect employees such as SCBA’s or other measures.Gas monitors and PPE still allow for exposure and can provide some protection.Keep in mind if this is your choice: Who is going to maintain this equipment?Are they trained to use and maintain it properly?Will they actually use it?A management process will need to be implemented to ensure that the employees are using/maintaining themLimitations of PPE: Most half face respirators cartridges that I researched were ineffective for most VOC’s that would be encountered at these sites. Work in pairs and have AED on site. My concerns with the last two are that employees are still exposed. You are not mitigating the hazards you are just providing a better opportunity for a witness at the scene. These both are only effective after a serious situation has occurred.When we talk about all these options at a O/G site, who is actually responsible. Depends – OSHA’s favorite answerAre you the owner, contractor, contracted by a contractor? Someone needs to take responsibility for the safety at the sites. Ensure that the proper channels are in place so that no-body gets forgotten in the structure of work.  



Equipment options

• Vapor Control Systems 

• External tank gauge and/or sample port

Presenter
Presentation Notes
VCS- used to destroy of remove vapors from the units-must be designed and maintained specific to the location and activities, costly  (types )Enclosed combustion device: enclosed flareVRU- is a means of recovering the vapors from the units. Many different kinds need a salesman to step in to explain his product for yall.Flare:Engineering controlsElimination of exposureA physical measuring gauge on the tank that you can see from on the ground. Automated version using in tank monitors that talk to an outside system.Install a sample port away from the thief hatch.



Questions/Comments!!!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Are there situations that none of these options or other options would work for you guys?
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